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In pr-e'par-Lng to assist a developing nation, both

the foreign student and the foreign bound illuerican student

have special educational needs. A format is proposed with

which such students can guide their own studies and plan

for working in their particular field in another countryo

Using this scheme, the problem of designing adaptable waste

treatment systems for rural villages in Ecuador, South Amer

ica is considered and four designs of such systems proposed.
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IwrRODUCTION

Technology can oe defined as the "science or study of

the practical or industrial arts"o In short, it is applied

science. Technology has produced as well as solved many pro-

blems. Still, by many, technology is looked to as the sol

ution ·f�r yet more· pro�le�s, �ven those of its own creation.

One goa� of technology has been strictly economic in nature,

the making of money. The concern for economical (i.e., maxi-

mized capital gain) has led to mo�t of the problems caused by

technology (e.g., pollution of air, wat�r and envirorilllent).

But there is another goal of technology--the solution of

proolems relating to people. these "people problems'l include

health, agricul�ural, transportional, ctnd educational related

needs. It is with r-e spec c to this second goal of technology

that this study was conducted.

VfI1ile many problems exist within this country r s bor-

ders, outside of them are problems at least as grave and of

much larger scale. In many countries, the average person

lives far below the vrorst conditions found in America. The

motivation behind this study is the feeling that the technolo-

gy developed in this country, the problems that have been

solved and created, can be used as a source of data in the

NorrE: The basic format follovred in t.h i.s paper is that
found in many articles which appear in the Civil Engineering
magazine of the American Society of Civil Engineers.
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aiding of developing countries. This data can be used to

solve similar problems wh i.Le at the same time sidestepping

some of the past bad results. Those for whom the huma.nitar

ian motive is not sufficient for aiding developing countries

should consider the more mundane political and economical

dangers of not helping themo In any event, it has been truly

stated that "supplying food, housing, health service and edu

cation for some six billion people by the year 2,000 is the

main engineering challenge for the rest of this centuryllo

The_basic_r��losoph! throughout this study has been

that of believing rural development to be more desirable than

urban development. The unfortunate reality in many develop

ing countries is a lack of rural agricultural solidity. The

typical farmer is the small-farmer producing only enough

food for himself, his family, and a very small amount for

market. If he is taken off the farm, or rather drawn off

by the hope (seldom realized) of success in the "big city",

there is none to farm his land and supply his portion of the

market, no matter how small, and none to produce food for

himself and his family as he had once done for himself. But

all too often, foreign aid does not filter down to the rural

areas, and the big cities simply grow bigger and more of a

problem. "Rural development will retard massive migration

to the cities, forestall unemployment, congestion, urban

sprawl, and pollution."

Inordcr to achieve a proper perspective for the

successful application of engineering technology to developing
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nations, there must be a change made in the basic approach

to engineering education, as it applies to those considering

practice in another country. This need is not only felt by

those American engineers working in developing countries,

but, and perhaps even more so, those foreign students who

come to the United states for their education and then re

turn to their country. Generally, the basic curriculum in

volves theory and practice as they relate to the Mnerican

economy, technological level, and labor force. In addition,

the direct application of American technology, or any advanced

technology, to a foreign society would require drastic soci�l

changes which, even if possible, would not be practical. It

may be that the tendency of the foreign countries to advance

their urban areas stems from a failure to differetiate Amer

ican technology from what has come to· be called, appropriate

technology � Rhodes scholar and economist E.F. Schw11acher has

said, "We need methods and equipments which are: cheap enough

so that they are accessible to virtually everyone; suitable

for small-scale application; and compatible with man's need

for creativity." In short, those looking beyond the United

states will have to augment, somehow, their educational in

put.

Keeping these things in mind, the problem looked at

in this study falls into two parts. First, to develop a

scheme for the supplementing of the typical American engineer

ing curriculwn. Secondly, to use such a scheme in the solu

tion of an actual engineering problem existing in a developing

nation. The attempt will not be to fabricate a new curriculum
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but rather to consider those things which may be necessary

but which are beyond the scope of the usual engineering

curr i.c u l,um 0

THE APPROACH

The country chosen for this study was Ecuador, South

America. The main emphasis at the beginning of the project

was the gathering and assimilating of data about that country.

During thi? data gathering period an effort wa�- _

made to iden

tify problem areas related to-6ivil enginee�ini. And while

many problem areas were found, it was decided to concentrate

on water and sewage treatment problems in the rural villages

of the country of Ecuador. As the study progressed, this was

later reduced to considering only the sewage treatment prob-

lems. Information about Ecuador will be found throughout the

report. However, no attempt has been made to make an exhaus-

tive accounting of all of the information available about that

country. The interested reader is directed to the references

sited at the end of this report.

Additional investigation was being carried out in the

area of sewage treatmento The decision was made to attempt

the design of an adaptable system which could be modified to

meet specific needs rather than to choose a particular site

and design specifically for ito Such a system, in addition

to being adaptable, must also possess simplicity of construc-

tion, operation and maintenance.
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rrHE APP1-:tOACH

A. Data Gathering.

1 • natural and human resources

2. determine state of the art

3. investigations

a. cultural barriers

bo government planning

c. . economy

B. Design Treatment System

1 • simple, adaptable construction

20 simple operation and maintenance

c. Education Program

1. construction

2. operation

An outline of the original goals and plans of the
research for this study.

FIG. 2
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THE FINDINGS

During the data gathering process, a logical order

began to appear relative to the types or categories of the

data. Based on this, a format for investigation was deve

loped to guide in the collection of data. This format is

felt to be of use, also, as an outline for the supplement

ing of a general engineering curriculum (regardless of the

particular country or problem under investigation). As it

would not be possible to relate all of the data obtained, by

way of illustration, the Investigation Format will be pre

sented and explained using sample data.

The Investigation Format presented herein as the

fulfillment of the first part of the probler.1 statement is

divided into three categorieso 1) the obvious areas, 2) the

problem area, and 3) additional areas. These will now be

briefly explained. The obvious areas are, basically, those

of which a national from a given country would already have

a general knowledge. Included in this category would be

language, customs, natural aspects of the country, eSQ�omy,

and other related areas. The second category, the problem

are, is that area which relates to the technical aspects of

the given area of technology. The third category, the addi

tional areas, is composed of data sources available, which

apply to a broad spectrum of topics. Some of these sources

are readily exploitable, while others require development.
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FIG. 3

THE HNESTIGATION FORMAT

I OBVIOUS AREAS

II THE FROBLEH AREA

III ADDITIONAL AREAS
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FIG. 4

THE OBVIOUS AREAS

A. Language

1. data gathering

20 data communication

3. education

B. Customs

1 • a.ppLi.cat Lon

20 implementation

C. Natural

1 • resources

2. climate

30 geography

40 geology

D. Economy

Eo Communication with Nationals

1. s tat e 0 f art

2. government policy
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frEE INVESTIGATION FORHAT

I The Obvious Areas

LANGUAGE--this is not a trivial consideration and goes

beyond being able to ask the time and how to find the rest-

room. Those in tec�nical fields in the United states should

realize the importance of the communication of data, whether

it be to students, associates, or clients. It is none the less

�lportant in other countries. Much of the information ob-

tained about the nation of el Ecuador from english sources

was old and questionable. Some of the more recent data was

gleaned from reading material published in the language of

el Ecuador--spanish. The need for educational materials to

implement any design, such as maintenance and operations

manuals for a waste treatment system, must be met in the lan-

guage of the country.

CUSTOMS--it was earlier stated that the welfare of

people is the worthy object of technologyo To produce a

technically sound system which the people will not accept is

simply to defeat the purpose of that system and technology,

in general. Therefore, the understanding of the people, as

well as their problems, is essential. Customs may also play

an important role in the implementation of a project. In

Ecuador, for eX�1ple, las mingas, a very fervent connaunity

cooperative effort toward accomplishing something of benefit

to the community, even at personal sacrifice and no wages, is

an example of such a positive social traita8,10
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NATUHAL--all aspects of the country relating to re-

sources, climate, geography and geology are included in this

area. For eX�lple., mineral resources are abundant in Ecuador

though not very exploited, as is the case with the human re

sources. Oil is now being extracted, but mainly through the

efforts of outsiders. The raw materials for portland cement

are readily available, and somewhat being developed into a

very high quality product. The climate varies with latitude

and altitude in the Andes mountains, but in a given locale,

the temperature variance is only 100 to 150 Fahrenheit during

the year. Much of this is due to the country's equatorial

location (el Ecuador means 'the equator') and the stabilizing

effects 0 f the HumboLt current. The fishing areas 2.ssociated

with this current are claimed as part of the territory of the

republic of Ecuador, and was the cause of a recent seizure

made upon an Arnerican fishing boat.20 Geologically, Ecuador

is tectonically active, having earthquakes frequently and

is covered with active volcanoes. This indicates that some

knowledge of aseismic structures must be had by the designer.

ECONOMY--an understanding should be had of the moneta

ry system, which in Ecuador is based upon the Sucre (as of

1973 this was equal to 4.25 American cents)19. Also included

as part of the economy study should be exports and wage norms

and all other related topics. Some of these would require a

first hand knowledge to obtain an adequate feel for their im-

portance, but such things should atleast be investigated. To

impress a government with ideas requires an understanding of
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the economic stability and plans of the government.

COMMUNICATION WITH NATIONALS--in order to determine

the state of the art for engineering, information relating

economic plans, and siInilar, must be gained from the country

under study. This can be done through the use of technical

journals, if such are available. In the case of Ecuador,

political unrest, including two recent changes in the govern-

meht, has virtually stopped what technical journals there

were as of 1971. Even these are hard to get from prior to

1971;. c?�respqndence with nationals has been slow and replies

few, with little or no information. From contact with students

from Ecuador and, through one of them, with a sanitation engi-

neer in that country, some useful information was gained. For

oxamp.Lo , only one very small wastetreatment plant exists in

the entire country. It is located in a recent housing devel-

opment in the city of Guayaquil. Also, the main interest of

the country at the present time is the development of a nation

wide electrical system.16 The Peace Cb�ps leaflet for the

engineering needs in the world supports this •.

It should be obvious that any meaningful design must

include the data indicated by the above outline. Since the

work force in Ecuador is small and not skilled, education

must also be considered. Many craftsmen exist, but there is

no real labor force to handle heavy equipment and such. Thus,

the training and skills of the people on the local village 18-

vel must be assumed as very limited. While it was originally

planned to develope manuals and such relative to the designs
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proposed in the study (see Fig. 2), it has been deemed as too

difficult a task for someone not living in the country and

much more familia� with conditions than can be gained from

the outside. Nevertheless, some consideration has been made

relative to this need for education, as will be pointed out

later.

II The Problem Area

FUNDM1ENTALS--the importance of understanding funda

mental principles is illustrated by ian example out of history.

Benjamin Franklin's development of the lightning rod made use

of the fact that a sharp point at the top a l.Lowe d the "bleed

ing off" of a charge, rather than giving a large surfGce area

upon viliich to hold a charge (such as the spheres TIhich top

the Van der Graff generators). Thus, American lightning rods

had pointse Not to be out done by her rebellious colony,

the British also bogan installing lightning rods on their

buildings. However, in order to add 'art' to colony crudness,

each British lightning rod was topped with a big ball--voila!

-�a lightning attractor. While pride and arrogance may still

be in men today, the designer must be sure that he retains

an integrity in his design which is relevant to the fundrunen

tals of the field in which the design is made. The importance

of knowing the fundrunentals of the problem area cannot be

over emphasizedo When studying how to do a certain thing,

it is also important to understand why a certain thing is

done. The situation may arise, in a developing country, that
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FIG. 5

THE - pnOBLEl'vI AREA

A. FundamcrrtaLs

B. Past Applications

c. Present and Future Applications
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prevonts doing things the way they were learned. If the rea

son behind a certain procedure is comprehended, then a prac

tical, alternate solution can be obtained.

PAST APPLICATIONS--methods from the past, whe t her

successful or not, can serve as a guide to solving the pro

blems of the present. Perhaps solutions from a non-techni

cal time in American history, can lead to similar appli-

c at Loris in developing nations. La.rge scale waste treatment

is fairly new (within the last seventy years) in the United

States.9 And many of the steps along this country's path of

development are exemplary of those a developing country can

expect to take, also. The possibility also exists of im

priving upon the simple techniques of the past based upon

the better understanding of the field that exists today. For

exauple, systems which V18re only moderately effective and

placed aside, might be applied efficiently, today.

PRESENT AND FUTURE APPLICATIONS--close examination

might reveal that present methods can be readily adapted to

a developing country. Another source of possible solutions

is present research which is being conducted. Such things

as methane gas production and land application of sewage are

two examples of such in the wa s t e treatment field.
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FIG. 6

'fHE ADDITIONAL AREAS

A. Satellite Data

1 • ERTS and LI\.NDSAT

2. Sky lab

B. Computer Usage

C. UNESCO
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III The Additional Areas

SATELLrrE DNrA--tvro basic types 0 f satellite data are

available. There is telemetry data from remote sensing type

satellites, and actual photographs from the Skylab pro-

grams. ER'rs and LANDSAT fall into the first group. Though

the data from these is not actually photographic, it is avail

able in visual imagery forms (e.g., transperencies and prints).

This data can be used to identify many aspects of the site

under irivestigation, by the use of several different scan

t echn l.que s which are used (e. g., infrared, microwave). To

gether wi.th the photographic data available, Lnf'o rmat i.on can

be obtained relating to geology, topography, vegetation, and

climate (such as rainfall patterns, stream behavior, geolo

gic structures). The limiting factor at the present time is

not the amount of data (it is very abundant), but rather the

cost. However, while relatively new as a field, the inter

pretation of satellite data promises to be a very good data

source for many fields of study.

COMPUTER USAGE--while not a data source in itself,

the computer cannot be overlooked as a tool for technology.

The person considering a foreign practice should be a�are of

the computer as it applies, or can be applied to his field.

'I'he.r-e may not be anyone else to help that person. Crhe read

er is directed to two timely articles on this subject. ltAl

gorLt.hmsn , by Donald E. Knuth in Scientific Amerj.can, AIJril

1977 and IIFast PrograLLaing on Small Calulatorsll, by Vlilliam

Wheeler in Civil En�ineering, April 1977)
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The preceeding scheme is the proposed educational

supplementation guide offered for students planning an engin

eering practice in'a foreign country. One very important

fact stands out. Those persons planning to assist in develop

ing the technology of another country must realize their re

sponsibility to go beyond their curriculum requirements to

prepare for such a work. In many cases, there will be no con

sultant to call in, no previous solution for the problems that

�ight be faced--and the student must be prepared. In addition,

the American student has the oppurtunity to gain some ex

perience in this country prior to going to a foreign country.'

This is generally not the case with the foreign student who

is required to leave the country when c ompLe t Lng his education.

THE DESIGN

Following the proposed scheme and keeping in mind

the scope of this project, several waste treatment methods

were analysed and compared as to their adaptability, simplici

ty of construction and maintenance and operation, a�d the

possibility of thelr application to the village level in E

cuador. Four basic methods weTe chosen. They are, in order

of c omp.Lex.i.ty , stabilization ponds, septic tanks, Imhoff tanks,

and trickling filters. The first and third represent, more

or less, past methods while the septic tank and trickling

filters find nidespread use today. Some fundamentals should

be understood about sewage treatment. These will then be

briefly discussed prior to looking closer at the four proposed
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treament methods mentioned.

Basically, sewage treatment methods take advantage of

the biologically degradable nature of domestic sewage (vrh i.ch

is not always the case with commercial or industrial �astes

that can hinder or stop these biological processes and must

be handled differently). In effect, aicroorganisms ingest

the sewage elements, removing these elements from tl1e influent

(the incoming "raw" sewage). This biological reduction occurs

by one of two processes. If oxygen is present in sufficient

quantity, the aerobic organisms, those which require free oxy

gen for respiration, can "stabilizet' the sev!age,. 'I'h i.s v t.ype of

reduction or stabilization generally is not accompanied with

many unpleasant ordors. One of the most efficient treatment

methods, the activated sludge process, uses bubbled air to

allow aerobic stabilization to proceed at a fast and complete

rate. The College Station, Texas trea�m�nt plant uses this

method. The extreme efficiency of this technique, though

requires quite a bit of sophisticated equip�lent and training

LO control, v�lich eliminates it from readily adapting it to

a developing country.

If, however, oxygen is not present in gr8at t_l'..lallti ty,

then what is called anaerobic digestion can take place. This

is the che.n.i.c aL respiration 0 f food w i, thout the use 0 f free

oxygen. The production of m()tnaue gas and odors are absoci

ated w i.i.h anac robic d.i.ge st Lon , Also, anaerobic o:r.oganisws,

are (IN A FEW CASES) Ilarmfu.l i.o humans if ingested. ll.noth�r

general a.spec t of anaerobes is t nat oxygen kills t hem ,
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A sewage treatment system, then simply takes the in

coming sewage, exposes it to biological reduction, and dis

charges the "treated acwage!! , As a rule, sewage ayst eris ha.ve

some sort of collection system. This ranges from being an

elaborate underground pipe network, such as in most American

cities, to the "honey wagon" which is driven around to col

lect household sewage' which then is distributed as fertilizer

on farm lands (such a system has been used in China for many

years). After collection, in systems where there aTe pumps

or other apparatus vrhich which might be damaged, a process of

screening out large solids is employed. After this, there is

a step to settle out as nany suspended solids as possible.

This can be done chemically, using a flocculant and settling

tanks or settling tanks alone. Following the seperation, the

solids, called sludge, are treated by anaerobic digestion,

the products of which are methane gas and an inert solid mat

erial, which can be dried and used as a soil builder, called

digested sludge. The preceeding makes up that portion of

seVlage treatment re fered to as primary treatment.

The liquid portion of the sewage may be further

treated (secondary treatment) or simply discharged as the fi

nal effluent of the system. There are literally hundreds of

different methods and combinations of methods to produce the

above desired scheme of was t e t r-eat.ment , Some can be very

complex, such as the College Station system; others can be

very simple, such as the stabilization ponds to be discussed

later.
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One other factor which should be mentioned is the

biochemical oxygen demand, BODo Putting it simply, this is an

index of the Istrengthl of the sewage. In effect, a measure

is made of the amount of oxygen used by microorganisms over a

period of time (usually five days) in reducing a sample of sew

age. From this, the BOD is computed and is usually expressed

in pounds (the usual design value is 0.17 lbs BOD per person

per day). The greater the oxygen demand, the stronger the

sewage 0 It should be understood that the design of a system

is a function of BOD, method efficiency, and desired BOD of

the effluent.,

The Stabilization Pond

Also called lagoons and oxidation ponds, the stabili

zation pond represents the simplest of waste treatment methods.

Lagoons are simply man made ponds or lakes into which col

lected sewage is placed. These lakes provide a location for

the biological stabilization of the sewage. The term stabi

lization should suggest aerobic reduction. In fact, that is

the intended processo Ideally, the pond is located where sun

light can cause a large growth of algae (an algal bloo�).

The algae, through photosynthesis produces oxygen to drive

the aerobic stabilization of the sewage.

Form the illustration (Fig. 7) it can be seen that

there are design limitations on the depth of the liquid in

the pondo If it is too shallow, then trees and other undesir

able plant growth can develope which might cause leakage or
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FIG. 7

LAGOONS

earth embankment

_l
2�mjn

-------- I----------�--�
2"-5'

t

A CROSS SECTIONAL VIEW

effluent

CONFIGUf-?ATION5
(A VARIETY OF SHAPES CAN BE USED)

WHITEn STORAGE

Winter storage considerations are made so that the

total inflow of the winter months can be retained. The winter

depth is from the minimum of 2 ft to the maximum of 5 ft,(i.eo,

3 ft). This is due to the reccommended practice of lowering

the lagoon in the fall be�ore the strea�s shrink. In the spring

the lagoon is again lowered when the strewns are swollen.
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otherwise interfere with the process. If the fluid level is

too deep, then the lower portion becomes anaerobico Because

of the nature of the anaerobic organisms, this is to be a

voided so as to prevent the discharge of a strongly septic

effluent. In permeable soil, the ponds are lined in some way

to reduce leakage. The free board of the earth embankment

should be sodded to reduce erosion and slidding. In addition

to sewage treatment, lagoons have been used to raise food fish

such as catfish or carp.

An example design problem is illustrated in Fig. 8.
,-

Though the problem has been worked by the algorithm ahown , the

reader is directed to the appendix where a simple program has

been located. This program was written to do the same prob

lem' on a 'I'exas Instruments SR-56 programmable calculator.

This illustrates the usefulness of computer programs as men

tioned earlier, and also shows its adaptability as a teaching

device. The designer, however, must use sound reasoning and

experience to guide him in the application of the datao If

sufficient land is not available, or sunlight is not adequate,

then the idea of stabilization ponds should be discarded and

another technique sought.

Septic Tanks

One especially adaptable unit, where only one house

hold or a relatively small village is concerned, is the sep

tic tank. In America, septic tanks are primarily used for

individual households. They have only occasionally been used
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FIG. 8

Exwnple Design of a ��goon

GIVEN: A village with a population of 100 has a daily per

capita BOD and flow of 0.17 Ibs and 40 gal., respec

tivelyo Using a design loading rate of 25 Ibs BOD

per acre, determine the surface area needed for a

stabilization pond sewage treatment system. If the

seepage rate is 10 ins/yr, the evaporation rate 60 ins/

yr, and the annual rainfall is 80 inches determine the

maximum winter storage time, in dayst#

SOLIN:

Daily BOD Load = BODpcpd X Population

= 0.17 X 100 = 17 Ibs/day

Total Daily Flow = Flowgpcpd X Population

= 40 X 100 = 4000 gal/day

Requirod Surface Area = Daily BOD/Design Load Rate

- 17/25 = 0.68 acres

Available Winter Volume = Acres X Winter Depth X ft/acre

= o. 68 X 3 X 11-3560

= 88,862.4 ft3

Total Water Losses = (losses X acres X ft/acre)/4380
= (10 + 60 - 80)(Oe68)(43560)/4380
= -67.63 gal/day (gain)

Haxirllunl \'Jinter storage Time = Total Volume/l'otal Ln f'Low

= 88,864.2/(���� + 62.63)

= 1LI-2.5 d�
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as a municipal treatment system, and that without great suc

cess. For this reason, design data available is typically

for American inputs (the typical design value for f l.cw in

America is near 160 gallons per person per day--from the

lagoon example, it will be seen that only 40 gpcpd Vlere as

sumed) alld municipal data is scarce and out of date. It is

felt, however, that tne use of the American household design

criteria will not produce unreasonable over design. It is

reccomended that 'where capac ity design is based on the num

ber of bedrooms, this be changed to an equivalence of two

persons per room as a design assumption and the household size

can be used for design (see Table 1). For example, a family

of six would require an equivalent amount as a three bedroom

house--600 gallons, minimum.22
The septic functions in a manner which is different

than that of a lagoon. From Figure 9 it can be seen that the

raw sewage influent is at "A". The solids are settled out

by gravity and the effluent of the tank is discharged at "B".

The solids undergo anaerobic digestion. Because of this, the

effluent is very septic--thus the name septic tank. Periodi

cally, the solids must be removed when they have accumulated

so as to h�nper the operation of the tank. This is usually

after a nWYlber of years, however. The effluent cannot be dis

charged directly into a stream, as can the lagoon effluent,

due to its septic natureo The usual practice is to allow the

effluent to discharge into a drainage field, called a soil

absorbtion system. This provides a place for the liquids to
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FIG.9 SINGLE COMPARTMENT SEPTIC TANK

TobIe 1,

Septic Tonk Minimllm Liql;id Ccpacity

.2 or less

NlImber of Bedrooms
'�:�p:;, Tunk C()l)ucity (Gdloi1")

A B

3

4

500 750

600 900

800 1,000
200 250For each additional

A. Without garbage grinder or cutomctl c wc she r ,

B. With garbage gri ntier -and/or automati c wc s lier.

Table .2

$usgestcd Dimensions For Redangular Tonks

Tonk

Copucity Inside Inside Inside "A" "B"

{Gollons Width Length Depth (Refer to Fig. 9)

500 3' - 0" 6' - 0" 4' - 9" 9" 12"

750 3' - 6" 7' - 6" 4' - 10" 9" 12"

900 3' _ 61P 7' - 6" 5' - 7" 9" 12"
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HOUSE SOIL ABSORBTION FIELD

t.ERL\L VIEW

FIG.1 0 TYPICAL LAY-OUT FOR LEVEL GROUr.lD

Tobie 3'

Average
PCl'coloti on Rate

(Minutes. Per Inch)

Required Trench
Bottom Area

(Square Feet)

IOio! Trench Lei"19th (Fed)
for Specified Trench Widths
18" 24" 30" 36"

1 85 57 43 34 29
3 100 67 50 40 34
4 115 77 58 46 39
5 125 8� 63 50 it2
10 165 110 33 66 55
15 190 117 S5 76 ()!�
30 250 167 125 lUO 84
45 300 200 150 120 100
60 330 220 165 132 110

Over 60 Unsuitable for soil absorption s y s tern s

Notes: 1. A minimum-shed installation should be designed on the basis of
o two bedroom house, i.e. double the minimum area requirement as given in
Table IV.

2. Tcble IV provides for the normal hou�eho!d cpp l i onc e s , including
c utomo t i c sequence washer, mechani cat garbc9� gri nder 0:1 d J is hwo sher.
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percolate slowly into the ground where there are further re

actings which help to reduce any health hazard.(see Fig. 10)0

There is some discussion about the using of septic tanks in

aquifer recharge zones, such as has happened in San Antonio,

Texas. Some feel that there is no health hazard involved.

Others are not sure. This problem is mentioned only to indi

cate one of the considerations that the designer must make.

Another consideration is soil permeability, which affects the

drain field effectiveness(see Table '3)0 The location of the

drain field is also important. Roots from large trees may

grow into and damage the field of the septic tank itself.

In general, vegetation has a tendency to thrive atop a drain

field zone, leading to the possible agricultural criteria for

their location under certain above the ground type crops.

It should be apparent that, while not an optimum for

municipal needs, a septic tank system could suffice where a

small population exits which could not justify the use o£ a

lagoon either because at the small size or the lack of a

vailable land. However, the larger community has limited

use for the septic tanko If there is an insufficiency of

land, then a lagoon is impractical also. A third alternative

is needed. Such an alternative is an improvement on the

septic tank--the two story septic tank called the Imhoff tanko

The Imhoff Tank

Essentially, the Imhoff tank (see Fig. 11 for a cross

sectional view) is a septic tank which provides for seperation
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IHHOFF TANK SPECIFICArrrONS

SETTLING
CO/vlPARTMENT

I vLUD6ESTORAGE-�-.--
1

•• � ._ ......_ _:._.__ _... ••• __ � ...... __ .-I�� ••• �_A._��.__ .... ,-_.�� "' ------.- .. � .. -...---.- ... -�.-.

FIG. 11
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between the liquid and the anaerobic digestion area. The Im

hoff tank is a trough-like structure with upper and Lower

compartments. The upper compartment is called the settling

compartment. The influent enters this compartment, flows the

length of the tank and is discharged at the other endo The

size of this compartment is base upon the amount of time that

is necessary to effect settlement of the solids from the li

quido This time is refered to as retention time and is us

ually between 1 to 2.5 hours. Too long retention increases

the possibility of the effluent becoming septic. Below the

settling compartment is the sludge storage compartment. The

entrance to the sludge compartment is so constructed as to

prevent generated Basses of anaerobic digestion from escaping

(and carrying solids) up into the settling compartment. Gas

vents are provided along the upper sides of the Imhoff tank.

The gas venting area should be atleast 20% of the total sludge

surface area and atleast two feet wide, as shown.2,9 Extrac-

tion of the digested sludge is managed by employing the static

pressure head of the liquid to 'push' out the sludge when a

control valve is opened. This eliminates the need for a

pumping setup to remove sludge (digested) and allows, as the

preceeding two methods, application where electricity is not

available.

The design of an Imhoff Tank is a three step pro

cess� The settling compartment volume is determined on the

basis of the desired retention time. Next, the sludge com

partment vo Lume is calculated based upon the design assumption
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of the nwnber of cubic feet of storage per capita (ranges

form 3 to 12--seo Table 4). The third step is that of dimen-

sioning the unite From Figure 11 it is seen that certain

dimensions are fixed. However, length to width ratio (from

5:1 to 1.5:1) are flexible. The object is to obtain a work-

able design (meeting the specifications) and at the sarne time

requiring a minimum of construction materials.

It is here that the use of the computer is very ad-

vantageous. In the example design problem (Fig. 12) for an

Imhoff, the steps shown are those taken in using a program

written for this project, again using the SR-56 progr�nmable

calculator. The first two steps are fairly straight forward.

The third step is capable of being repeated to allow for an

iterative determination of dimensions based on a trial width.

Thus, the designer can quickly try several values and deter-

mine the optimal dimensionsG

Another feature of the program (see Appendix for com-

plete program and instructions) is that certain design assump-

tions w i.t h i.n the program itself can be varied at the desire

of the designer. For eX�lple, if the assumed length to width

ratio of 3:1 does not yield a practical design, then l' •

Cl1lS ra-

t Lo can be changed w.i t h i.n the program and design steps can

continue without the need to reenter data.

The Imhoff Tank is extremely adaptable to population

areas of 150 and up. It can also be used in combination with

other methods, as can the lagoon, when more efficiency is

required. One final method, the trickling filter will now be
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TABLE 4 9

Sludge storage Requirements

System ft3/capita
Imho ff alone 3 - �.

Imhoff + trickling
filter 4 - 5

8 - 12wi activated sludge

wi high rate filter
before it 8 - 10

wi trickling filter
before it 6 - 8

NOTE: Add for garbage solids and use

larger sludge storage for 5000 population
or less.
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FIG. 12

Examp l,e Design Problem for an Irnho ff Tank

(computer solution)

GIVEN: Design an Imhoff tank for a village of 150 persons

using a design retention time of 2.5 hours and 8 ft3

per capita sludge storage. The flow is 100 gallons

per capita per day (gpcpd) and the day is 16 hours

(i.e., the majority of input to the system is during

a 16 hour period).

SOL'N: step 1 Enter Program (see Appendix)

step 2 Enter Design Data Display

Design sludge storage(8ft3) 8 ft3

Population(150) 1200 ft3

Daily flow/capita(100 gal) 100 gal

Sewage retention time(2.5 hr) 313 ft3

step 3 Trial vri.dt h for Din18nsional determinations

Trial width Sludge camp. Settling camp. Total
ft HeiGht ft Height ft Height

7 8.2 6.3 18

7.5 701 5.5 16. 1

6.5 9.5 705 20.5

This yields the following dimensions

Height Width Length

18.0 700 21

'j 6. 1 7.5 22.5�Best of 'I'hrec
Trials

20.5 605 19 .. 5
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discussed as a means of improving and meeting the problems

of larger population centers.

The Trickling Filter

This fourth method of sewage treatment is actually

not a method for a typical rural village. However, with the

�iscovery that even large urban centers in Ecuador have no

adequate systems of treatment, it was felt that-some consid

eration could be made for this fact. However, po design

example will be given, due to the relative c9mplexity of a

trickling filter system. Figure 13 shows a standard rate

trickling filter. This method is a secondary treatment step

for the improvement of the effluent of a larger system. The

liquid (seperated from the solids in the primary steps) is

fed into the center of the armed mechanism on which are fixed

nozzles. The momentum of the fluid flowing out of the noz

zles causes rotation of the arms around the filter proper.

This allows the even discharge of the liquid onto the filter

medium. The filter medium is actually a porous solid upon

which aerobic organisms grow. These organisms feed Oil the

liquid as it passes over them, The rotation of the arms al

lows for air to follow each charge of liquid to keep aerobic

stabilization going. The 'filtered' liquid is then discharged

from the bottom of the filter structure as shown.

Figure 14 shows the layout of a typical system using

a trickling filter (TF)o Several things should be noticed.

First, in order to prevent clogging the nozzles of the TF,
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Figure 13
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the solids must be removed by some kind of primary treatment

as.has been stated. An Irnho f i' tank could be used, for cxampLe ,

Follo�ing the TF is another seperatoro This is necessitated

by the fact that the organisms on the filter medium are

sloughed off into the 'filtered' liquid, and must be settled

out before the treated sewage is discharged from the system

(though not always necessary). Again, an Imhoff tank can be

used. The design of such a treatment system depends upon

the efficiency of each step or process, the flow rates, the

amount or recirculation, the methods used for seperation (set

tling), and the over all design efficiency of -the system.

To develope a single, meaning design format TIould be beyond

the scope of t�is study. However, the reader should realize

that not all problems will have simple solutions, but that

such should be applied where practical.
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Figure 14
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rrr-m CONCLUSIONS

The central conclusion of this study is that the

solution to problems vithin developing nations can be obtained

but that the solutions involving aPJlied technology require

the development of talents (skills) and practices �lich are

not alTIays required with �lerican problems and solutions.

The student wishing to play a part in aiding developing na

tions must be willing to assume the burden of extending beyond

the mere requirements of an engineering curriculum so as to

lay hold of those tools which will be necessary to fulfill

that wish. Perhaps certain progr�ls will be established to

aid those planning foreign work. In the meantime, other re

sources must be had.

The Investigation Format employed in this study is

submitted as such a resourceo Vhile no pretense is made as

to the absolute completeness 0 f the f'o rmat , it is s i.nc e r e Ly

believed that the conscientious student attempting to use

such an outline will find it an adequate guide which can,

perhaps, bring other steps of investigation to ligh�. The

opportunity to develope such a scheme has been of great bene

fit to this writer, at leasto

The proposed treatment methods are not exhaustive of

the possible solutions. They serve simply to illustrate the

possible application of technology to a r-at he r- f'uridamo nt aL

problem in manners not requiring the sophistication and tech

no Lo gi c aL levels 0 f the United states 0 Such methods can be

easily adapted to particular locations, easily taught to
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nationals, and easily implemented and maintained. �hile it

is realized that not every possible question has been answered,

the processes leading to the development of these systems as

real life applications have been covered so as to present

TIhat are felt to be realistic solutions to what are very real

problemso
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